LICE TRUE OR FALSE

1. Lice carry diseases. ................................................................. TRUE FALSE
2. Lice crawl from head to head.................................................. TRUE FALSE
3. Lice can jump and fly.............................................................. TRUE FALSE
4. Lice only like dirty people and places. ................................. TRUE FALSE
5. Lice lay eggs in your hair...................................................... TRUE FALSE
6. It’s really hard to get rid of lice.............................................. TRUE FALSE
7. You can spread lice to others............................................... TRUE FALSE
8. Only children can get lice...................................................... TRUE FALSE
9. You can use regular soap to treat lice. ................................. TRUE FALSE
10. 6,000 to 12,000 kids get lice each year............................... TRUE FALSE
11. Lice make your head itch..................................................... TRUE FALSE
12. Lice feed off your hair........................................................ TRUE FALSE
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